BOROUGH “EMERGING” BOYS FOOTBALL

We played in the ‘Emerging” Boys Football competition, held at William Perkins School.
Here’s what the boys want to share about their experiences:
Reuel: The experience of playing football against other Ealing Schools was phenomenal. Everyone worked together as a team
and played wonderfully. I loved playing and supporting my team. It was an honour representing my school.
Charlie: Today I experienced a football competition. I was in goal and no-one scored against me.
I did excellent saves and clearances. The team played very well and we had one draw and 7 wins.
Danny: I really enjoyed the football competition because all the other teams were very respectful and fair. I was also very happy
that we won, but that isn’t the most important thing. It is that we had fun and played well as a team with a strong mentality.
Austin: I really enjoyed the football competition and we battled against seven teams on Pitch 3 & 4.
There were also awards for teams on Pitches 1 & 2. Overall this was a stunning experience.
Cesar: I really enjoyed the tournament. I was also nervous as this was my first time representing school
Marcus: Monday 24th January was one of the best week days of my life. When I scored the first goal I got so much confidence and
went on to score a total of 10 goals and 3 assists. It’s not all about me, it’s about the team work.
Micah: There were very good teams there. After every match I told the opposition that they had played well. I feel like the
hardest match was our first one but we won 1:0. I had lots of fun with my team and I hope to play again.
Tredrick: I think that our team did a fantastic job in playing matches. Our coach, Mr Giordmaina, made really good formations.
Without him and Miss Benjamin we wouldn’t have finished in 1st place.
Mason: It was an amazing experience and lots of fun. Our hard work was rewarded.
I had more fun than I expected because there was no pressure.
Sports Ambassador Patryk: My experience at the football competition was amazing and enjoyable. In this competition I
get to learn how football works and I learned new skills that I’m impressed about. We did win the competition but we
worked together and discussed what we can do better in the next match and you can do that as well if you are playing
any team games. Also in this competition the value of sport we are looking at is respect. We did not win it but we
focused on our match we were playing. During matches we supported our team to work harder and communicate.
Marcus was named Player of the Match

We are Team Visitation.

